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Objective  The job can change but the objective has always been the same – create really 

great work and have a good time doing it. Oh - and get fantastic results.  
 
I’ve worked in content over a significant period of time and I’ve experienced 
how it can shift and manifest in different ways according to what the audience 
needs. I’m platform agnostic – I have got my hands dirty in all sorts of ways – 
print, online, TV. What matters is that you know your audience and you make 
quality content they’ll devour.  
 
My career objective is that simple – deliver work that activates audiences: to 
buy, to read, to watch, to engage, to laugh or to cry.  
 
I love entertaining audiences and I believe that comes down to excellent 
storytelling. I have travelled the world in my role and personal life and found that 
content that resonates has one thing in common – it means something to 
people. Whether it is as grand as making their lives better or as simple as starting 
and ending the day with a smile. I want to be a part of that.  
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Experience  Freelance Content Creator – Channel Nine + Various Jan 16-Current 

- Produced content for all of Nine’s key shows including Married at First 
Sight, The Block, Love Island, Australian Ninja Warrior. This includes articles, 
galleries, short form video production and more.  
 

- Developed and executed social and digital plans for a range of clients 
including WTFN (Teen Mom Aus, The Living Room), Officeworks, La Luna 
Rose jewels and Better Homes and Gardens.  
 

- Worked as a Producer for TV shows including The Voice Australia.  
 

- Created content plan and commercial editorial strategy for Surfing World 
and Coastalwatch.com.au  

  

Head of Content – Edge (Content Agency) March 15 - Dec 16 

- Key driver of pitches, ideation, daily newsroom deliverables, proactive 
business development and strategic creative projects.  
 

- Responsible for the strategic development, creative direction and 
production of editorial plans for a wide variety of clients including Optus, 
AAMI, Suncorp Group, Petbarn/Greencross Vets, Lendlease, Hunter 
Valley. Managed the creative vision and development of accounts 
including Westpac, VW, Isuzu, Australia Post and P&O Cruises.  
 

- My role involved inspiring and empowering the team to deliver best in 
class examples – from the conceptual stage right through to 
development - on a variety of platforms including print, social, digital and 
app, while always keep the client objective (and budget!) in sharp focus.  
 

- A focus on and passion for getting results: thinking outside the box and 
using a variety of options to get the job done - and done right. Proven 
experience dealing with and having insights on all facets of content 
creation, from design to digital to copywriting.  
 

- Able to work in a fast paced, ever changing environment – at times 
managing sensitive and confidential information discreetly and 
professionally.  

Head of Digital – Endemol Australia Dec 07-Dec 14 

- Managed the digital and online integration of Big Brother, Offspring, 
Legally Brown, Married at First Sight, Ready Steady Cook, Deal or No Deal, 
Puberty Blues, Gallipoli and further Endemol shows.  
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- Headed up the Big Brother digital play over several series and achieved 
such successes as having it be the most buzzed entertainment topic on 
Facebook in 2013. In 2014, we experienced the third consecutive YOY 
digital growth. 
 

- Responsible for the development and production of online and television 
properties, creating brand extensions and original digital programs and 
expanding TV programs into a fully interactive experience through 
innovative, shareable and exciting means. This included developing 
Australia's first interactive drama app for Offspring with TEN, implementing 
paid Facebook voting in 2012 and developing original digital content for 
SBS’s Legally Brown.  
 

- Heavily involved in casting, commercialisation and development, along 
with digital integration throughout the editorial of a production which 
motivated the audience into action. 

 

Editor: Chik Magazine - Morrison Media Jan 03-July 06 

- Was at the helm of Chik (teen girl magazine) as we took it through 
substantial growth - from a bi-monthly niche publication to “Australia’s 
fastest growing teen magazine.” My focus on increasing circulation 
figures, featuring superior content and creating a happy team saw the 
magazine grow beyond expectations. I received consistent positive 
feedback from superiors and my team was promoted and 
experienced professional development.  

- Responsible for marketing and promoting the magazine – 
conceptualising inventive, low-budget and creative ideas to grow the 
magazine in an extremely competitive market.  

- Chik consistently recorded double-digit readership growth at every 
Roy Morgan survey.  
 

 
Freelance Journalist & Copywriter Mar 01-2012 

- Responsible for sourcing, writing and editing movie, television and 
game reviews, interviews and features.  

- Produced content for Cosmopolitan, US Magazine, Dolly, Cleo, NW, 
Frankie, Australia’s Surfing Life, Sydney Morning Herald and more.  

- Interviewed an extensive number of celebrities including Mel Gibson, 
Matt Damon, Britney Spears, Mandy Moore, Dave Grohl, Pierce 
Brosnan, and Naomi Watts. 

- Turned around well written, demo-appropriate content for varying 
brands. Produced content for agency Triad Communications: 
Goldwell, h2Go, Nestle (Milo), Moove, Caltex and G-Force and 
agency TD (Tactical Directions): Carefree, Stayfree, Jurlique, P&G, Oral 
B, Head & Shoulders, Durex, Herbal Essences, Clearasil and Gillette. 
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Education  Macquarie University, North Ryde, NSW 1997-1999 

- Gained a Bachelor of Media and Cultural Studies 

   
Skills  - Won Fellowship of Australian Writers Short Story Competition, 1996. 

- Awarded Lions “Youth of the Year” in 1996.  
- Completed leadership training courses in 1996 and 1999. 
- Won two scholarships to Japan in 1994 and 1995. 
- Completed a Toastmasters course in 1996.  
- I have travelled extensively, including trips to India, Scandinavia, 

Europe, Singapore, UK, USA, Caribbean, Hong Kong, Tahiti, Indonesia, 
Japan, Laos, Cambodia, the Maldives, Cook Islands, New Zealand 
and Thailand. 

- I’ve also lived overseas, working a ski season in Scotland, running a 
learn-to-surf camp in Spain and an Oktoberfest camp in Munich. I 
recently hiked to Everest Base Camp and ran a marathon back down 
the mountain.  

- Hold an Advanced scuba diving license.  
 

   
References  Imran Abdullah – Head of Digital, Nine Entertainment 

iabdullah@nine.com.au / 0425 729 922 
 
Alex Mavroidakis – Executive Producer, Love Island 
0438 411 167 

 
 Richard Parker – CEO, Edge Agency 
 richard.parker@edge.agency / 0404 138 516  
 

      
 


